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Objective
The objective of this document is to provide an update to the second progress report
presentation. In this document we will go over what changes we made in our healthy-gamer
project in order to provide more accurate health readings. We will also go over what we plan on
doing for our test case as well as what each member will do for the rest of the semester.
Fixes
One of the major issues that was raised during our presentation was that we were reading
a user’s surface temperature and not their internal body temperature. After doing some further
research we found that the Thermal Resistor that we are using for our experiment can be used to
read a user’s internal temperature. In order to read the user’s internal temperature we had to
make some code changes in our project so that the sensor could read internal temperature. We
also had to change the resistor value that was in series with the temperature sensor in order to
change the amount of voltage that the sensor receives. A picture of our temperature reading when
compared to a thermal gun can be found in the Validation of Sensors section.
.
Another question that arose was why we were using 90 degrees instead of 360 degrees
for the wrist angle. We are using the reference angle (90 degrees) because our testing device, as
seen on page 4, uses the reference angle. So we just set up our environment to match our testing
equipment for easy validation.
Another issue that came up in our presentation was the HRV value not being consistent.
The HRV value is what we plan on using in order to determine if a person is experiencing some
form of stress.When we were first presenting our data the HRV value would spike from 50 to
100 within a short amount of time even though the heart rate value was normal. This error was
caused by a code error where we were inputting the wrong data into the HRV method. Another
issue that caused the HRV value to be wrong was due to the heart rate sensor that we were
originally using for our project. The heart rate sensor at times would read a value of zero even
though we were touching it. After reading a value again the HRV would calculate the change of
the heart rate from 0 to 80 thus spiking up the HRV value. When we were first trying to debug
the issue of why the heart rate sensor wouldn’t read our heart rate from time to time we couldn’t
find any issues with the PCB wiring or the code that we implemented. After some further
research we found out the sensor we were using was a knock off and because of that we were
receiving inaccurate values from time to time. After replacing the heart rate sensor with a new
one we were able to fix this issue and are now able to read a user’s bpm in a consistent manner.
We have also implanted a design change where the heart rate sensor will be placed on the user’s
finger tip instead of their wrist. This is due to the fact that we are able to more accurately read a

user’s heart rate if we are collecting the data from a fingerprint rather than their wrist. A picture
of our BPM reading when compared to an apple watch can be found in the Validation of Sensors
section.

Validation of Sensors:
Here we are testing out our sensors implemented in our project with other instruments in
order to show our sensors validity.
Temperature Sensor

Heart Rate Sensor

Angle Sensor

HRV: Resting and Active Data from Apple Watch Health App for iPhone

Extended BPM-HRV values from the App from different points and people

Data
Another critique that we were given in our presentation was that we didn’t have enough
data points in order to show that our device was reading reliable data. Taking this critique and the
changes we made on our device we decided to test our device over two different time periods
that lasted from 7-8 minutes. In the first test that we conducted we took a user’s health reading
while they were sitting down and the other health reading while they were performing squats.
The health data that was recorded over both of these sessions can be found in the below pictures.
The data on the graph show the average health reading of a user every 15 seconds. The reason it
is showing the average is because ThinkSpeak can only update every 15 seconds. So rather than
having 1 data point be sent every 15 seconds we decided that it would be better to have a
collected average of data being uploaded insead.

Sensor data over 8 minutes while sitting:
We have both the thingspeak graphs and excel graphs as excel graphs are easier to read,
but they are the same exact sets of data

Heart-Rate while sitting:

HRV data while sitting:

Internal Body Temperature while sitting:

Wrist Angle while sitting:

Sensor Data over 7 Minutes while Exercising:
We have both the thingspeak graphs and excel graphs as excel graphs are easier to read,
but they are the same exact sets of data

Heart-Rate while exercising:

HRV while exercising:

Temp while exercising:

Wrist Angle while exercising:

Data Analysis
Aftering looking at both the data points from when we were sitting to when we were
squatting we have come to the conclusion that our sensors are fairly accurate when it comes to
reading our health measurements. We also tested our data points with other instruments such as
an apple watch and temperature gun (pictures from pg 3) in order to make sure that they are
accurate. Aftering confirming that our data is accurate the last part that we need to work on is our
test case which will be defined below.

Test Case
Test 1:
1. What do you test
Requirements:
● The Healthy-Gamer will use data-gathering sensors in order to collect a
user's health symptoms every second as well as upload the average health
reading every 15 seconds. This test will be done by Saad, Aayush, and
Priyam.
2. How Do you test it
● The user will equip a professional-grade heart-rate sensor like a “Fitbit” to
measure their heartbeat and compare that data to ours.
● Test the body temperature using a professional infrared thermometer and
compare results.
● Wrist angle will be measured using a digital incline tool, and be compared
to our device.
● HRV will be derived from the Apple Watch Health App for iPhone
● The sensors will measure a user’s health information for 10 minutes.
● We will repeat the experiment 3 times.

3. Which data is collected, from which locations and how will it be collected?
The main data that is being collected by the Healthy-Gamer is a user’s health
vitals, more specifically their: heart rate, stress level, body temperature, and wrist
movement. The data of the user’s health will be collected using the multiple sensors that
are on the device. Once the data is collected it will be sent over to a Raspberry Pi Zero
where the health information will be processed. Once the user’s health information is
processed the data will be sent over to a ThinkSpeak cloud dashboard where a user can
look at the data over time.
4. How will raw data be processed?
The user’s health data will be displayed on an LCD screen that way a user can
look at their health information in real-time. The raw data from the pi will collect 15 data
points every 15 seconds for each sensor and send that average data value to the cloud.
Same will be done for the tools that are used to assess the accuracy of the data, but this
will be done manually by us. We will run best fit lines for the 6 data plots (2 sets of 3 data
plots) and assess the best fit line of the Pi and the Tools.

5. Determine Characteristics to be used to present results -- graphs (what is
represented by x-axis, y-axis?)
The user’s health data will also be graphed onto a line chart using ThinkSpeaks
cloud-based system. By displaying a user’s health information using a line chart, a user
can easily analyze their health records over time. The x-axis will represent time and the
y-axis will represent the user’s health information such as their heart rate or stress level.
There will be multiple charts on ThinkSpeak that will display a graph of every health
measurement that is being measured.

6. Evaluate project success -- a set of quests to be answered on the above mentioned
graphs
a. Is raw data reliable, any outliers?
b. Is data being gathered every second?
c. How much does heartbeat data deviate from the tool?
d. How much does body temperature data deviate from the tool?
e. How much does wrist angle data deviate from the tool?
f. How much does stress data deviate from the tool?
g. Was data collected in a consistent amount?
Test 2:
1. What do you test
Requirements:
● The Healthy-Gamer will alert the user if their stress level, heart rate, body
temperature, or wrist movement is at a high rate for an extended period of
time. The alert will be sent as an email telling the user which health
reading is high and advising them to take a break from their gaming
session. This test will be done by Jamil, Ryan, and Moneeb.
2. How do you test it?
● Force high body measurements such as excessive wrist movement while
typing in order to confirm that a health alert is being deployed to the user.
● Validate that the message is received within an acceptable time frame in
order to alert the user.
● Validate that the message is sent when the Healthy-Gamer device is
actually really a high health variable.
● Ensure that the correct health vital is being alerted.
● The experiment will be repeated 5 times.
3. Which data is collected, from which locations and how will it be collected?

The data being collected here is the accuracy and reliability of the notification
system. We will keep a tally to indicate how many incorrect alerts we have and how
many correct alerts have been sent. We will also measure how many alerts are not being
sent or if they are being sent at an unreasonable time delay such as 20 seconds.

4. How is raw data processed?
We will keep a tally track of how many correct, incorrect and unreasonable alerts
we have. We will then look at the average number for each column after the 5
experiments. Will then look at our correct percent value and assess if it is reasonable,
such as over 90 percent correct alerts.
5. Determine Characteristics to be used to present results -- graphs (what is
represented by x-axis, y-axis?)
We will keep a tally of the alerts that are being sent to a user. The tallies will
consist of how many alerts were sent at a reasonable time vs an unreasonable time frame.
The tallies will also consist of how many correct alerts have been sent vs in correct alerts.
The data will be tracked using a table.
6. Evaluate project success -- a set of quests to be answered on the above-mentioned
graphs
1) Is the alert that is being sent reliable, any outliers?
2) Is the alert being sent within a reasonable time frame?
3) How many incorrect alerts have been sent?
4) If an alert has not been sent what is causing the issue?
5) What is the percent value of correct alerts?

